Abstract. The depth one foliations with a single compact leaf are classified for twist knots and pretzel knots (3, -3, 2n + 1).
where S± are two copies of S and the annulus A is formed by cutting dN(x) apart along SndN(ic). We take J = [-1, 1] and let Ms(k) be Xs(k)\J(D2xI) with 3D2 x I pasted to the annulus A .
The manifold E(k) is determined by the knot k and conversely (Gordon and Leucke [10] ). By contrast, M$(k) is not generally determined by k (the choices of minimal genus Seifert surface may not all be isotopic) nor does it determine k .
We are interested in smooth, taut, transversely oriented, finite depth foliations &" of E(k) , which meet 8E(k) transversely. If & has all leaves compact, then these leaves are minimal genus Seifert surfaces and E(k) is fibered over the circle with the leaves as fibers. Otherwise we will assume that !F is a depth one foliation with only one compact leaf S. It follows that S is a minimal genus Seifert surface (since & is taut [13] ) and that every other leaf of &~ is proper, accumulating only on the leaf S and meeting 8E(k) in circles [6] .
The class of smooth-leaved, C° foliations is closed under the cut-and-paste constructions that we use. It is known that depth one foliations of this class are C°°-smoothable [3] , so we fix the assumption that all foliations are smoothleaved and of class C° .
The foliation & induces a depth one foliation &x of Xs(k) with transverse boundary A and tangential boundary S~ U S+. The corners S~ n A and S+ n A of 8Xs(k) are convex with respect to S^. The manifold Ms(k) has a natural foliation £FM, assembled from &x and the product foliation on D2xl. The boundary of Ms(k) is T~UT+ where T~ = 5"-U(£>2x{-l}) and T+ = S+\J(D2 x {1}). The foliation ^M is taut, transversely oriented, of depth one, and has T* as its only compact leaves. Finally, the arc y -{0} xi c D2xl is transverse to &m ■ For convenience, we will say that a foliation &m with all of these properties is admissible.
Conversely, starting with an admissible foliation ^m of Ms(k) , we excise an open normal neighborhood of y to obtain a manifold homeomorphic to Xs(k) , with boundary 5~ U A U S+ and corners S~ n A and S+ n A , together with a foliation 3% of depth one, tangent to S~ L)S+ , and meeting A transversely in circles. A suitable gluing map h: S~ -► S+ then yields E(k) , together with a depth one foliation & that meets the boundary in circles and has one compact leaf 5". These circles, which came from the circles on A, are longitudes of the knot. An arc across A becomes a meridian of the knot after the pasting. By an isotopy, one can choose the gluing map h so that this arc becomes a closed transversal to & meeting S. It is clear that the noncompact leaves also meet a closed transversal, so 9~ is taut. In summary: Lemma 1.1. The correspondence & -► !?m passes to a one-one correspondence between the set of homeomorphism classes of taut, transversely oriented, depth one foliations ofE(k) having the Seifert surface S as unique compact leaf and the set of homeomorphism classes of admissible foliations ^m of Ms(k) .
The knots in this paper have minimal genus Seifert surface S unique up to isotopy, so we will drop the subscript " S " on M(k) and X(k) . These knots also have genus one, so T~ and T+ are tori. By the well-known classification of foliation germs at a toral leaf, the depth one hypothesis implies that, near T* , the admissible foliation looks like the Reeb foliation. By removing a regular neighborhood of T± , we obtain a foliation i% transverse to r± and of depth zero, hence a fibration of M(k) over the circle. Note that the arc y = {0} x / c D2 x I is transverse to ^ . Lemma 1.2. The correspondence &m -» <^ induces a one-one correspondence between the set of homeomorphism classes of admissible foliations of M(k) and the set of homeomorphism classes of transversely oriented fibrations of M(k) over Sx with fibers transverse to dM(k) U y. Proof. The fibration ^ is determined, up to homeomorphism, by the foliation SFM . Indeed, it is elementary that the relative homology class [F, OF] £ H2(M(k), 8M(k)) of the fiber F is uniquely determined by ^M and, as Thurston remarks [13, p. 113 ], the fiber is incompressible and every incompressible surface representing [F, OF] is isotopic to F. Thus, two fibrations &~m and «^', both arising from &m , can be assumed to have one fiber F in common. Cutting apart along that fiber produces a manifold homeomorphic in two different ways to F x I, from which it follows that the two fibrations are homeomorphic.
Conversely, if one starts with a fibration ^ of M(k) , transverse to the boundary T+ U T~ and to y, one can "spin" the foliation near T~ u T+ to get an admissible foliation S^m of M(k) . The direction of spin is determined canonically by the transverse orientations of ^ and of r* , so the foliation &m is determined, up to homeomorphism, by i% . 0 Finally, note that the total space
of the fibration J% is determined by the isotopy class of the monodromy f:F->F, where F is the typical fiber. In summary one has an elementary but basic result. Theorem 1.3. Let k be a knot of genus one with S a minimal genus Seifert surface. Then every taut, transversely oriented, depth one foliation of E(k) , with S as sole compact leaf, induces a fibration on M(k) , transverse to 8M(k) U y and determined, up to homeomorphism, by the monodromy map f:F^> F. Conversely given a fibration on M(k) , transverse to 8M(k) U y and with monodromy f:F^>F, one has a taut, transversely orientated foliation on E(k) of depth one having S as unique compact leaf. The foliation is determined, up to homeomorphism, by the monodromy f:F-*F and the gluing map h:S-^S+.
Our basic strategy in foliating E(k) is to find M(k) and fibrations i% . For higher genus knots the situation is more complicated (cf. [2] ) because it is not possible to get a fibration of M(k) transverse to the boundary.
Let P(l, k) denote a solid torus with an open wormhole drilled out, which goes around once meridianally and k times longitudinally. Section 2 gives a careful definition of P(l, k) and Figure 1 gives a picture of P(\, 2) (see the next page). (Figure 1(a) ). The fibration, spun at the two boundary tori as above, becomes a depth one foliation of P( 1, 2) tangent to the boundary (Figure 1(b) ). This foliation is just the Reeb foliation of the solid torus spun along the boundary of the wormhole and is transverse to y. Excising an open normal neighborhood of y produces a space homeomorphic to X(52) = ^(61) (Figure 2 ). Suitable gluings of the inner punctured torus to the outer one give foliations on E(52) and £(61). In particular, E(52) is identical to E(6i) except for this last gluing map. Theorem 1.5. For n = 0, 1, 2, ... , the pretzel knot k = (3, -3, 2n + 1) has M(k) homeomorphic to P(\, 2).
In particular, 946 [12, p. 399] , which is the pretzel knot (3,-3,3), has Af(946) = P(l, 2). See [7, p. 119 ] for a definition of pretzel knots. Thus, one has countably many knots k with M(k) = P( 1, 2). These knots all have F the pair of pants surface and monodromy / a rotation of F through n radians.
Their exteriors E(3, -3, 2n + 1) differ only in the gluing map h: S~ -» S+ , much as two fibered knots of a given genus have exteriors differing only in their monodromy.
The method used in the proof of Theorem 1.5 gives many more examples of knots k with M(k) = P(l, k). For a fixed k , the complements of these knots differ only in the final gluing map of S~ to S+ . For all of these knots, one has a simple foliation with one compact leaf, which is basically the Reeb foliation on the solid torus.
But P(l, k) has countably many other fibrations, so all these knot complements have countably many taut foliations of depth one. One classifies these fibrations by a theorem of Thurston [13, Theorem 5] . In the current situation, the fibrations could also be obtained directly by elementary means (see the remark on p. 9), but Thurston's theorem would still be needed to show that these constructions give all fibrations. Theorem 1.6. For k = 2, 3... and every pair p and q of relatively prime integers with q ^ 0, there is a natural fibration of P( 1, k), transverse to 8P(1, k). The fiber is homeomorphic to a surface with gcd(p, k) boundary components lying on T~ , gcd(p + q, k) boundary components lying on T+ , and genus
Finally, all fibrations of P(\, k), transverse to the boundary, are so obtained, up to homeomorphism, and can be taken to be transverse to the arc y ( Figure   1(b) ). there exists an open surface L with two ends and genus depending on k so that one choice of the maps f:L->L and h: S~ -» S+ (as above) yields E(k) and another choice of these gluing maps yields E(52).
Thus the knot 52 is, in a certain sense, universal among these knots. With a little more work one also gets the same result for the genus one 2-bridge knots [ Then P is a solid torus with a wormhole drilled out that goes around a times meridianally and b times longitudinally. The manifold P has a fibration &£, with fiber F = Db meeting the outer boundary component T+ in a single circle Co and the inner boundary component T~ in circles Cx, ... , Q,. If one spins SFp along 8P so as to be tangent to the boundary and transverse to a radial arc y from T~ to T+, one obtains a depth one foliation 9^ of P (see Figure  1 well represented by the special cases k = 52 (n = 3) and k = 61 (n = 4). These are illustrated in Figure 3 , where we indicate the minimal genus Seifert surface S and the discs Ai and A2 to be used in the disc decompositions. As a sutured manifold, X(k) is a 2-holed solid torus with one annular suture. The disc A2 meets the suture twice. The decomposition of X(k) along A2 yields a solid torus with a pair of parallel sutures running around once meridianally and k times longitudinally (in Figure 3 , k = 2). That is, decomposing along A2 produces the sutured manifold T( 1, k). Each of the sutures B± should be viewed as the union of two rectangles, one of which is the appropriate copy A* of the decomposing disc. In P(l, k) (Figure 1 ), suppose that y is the radial arc Ji from T~ to T+ . Let X(l, k) be P(l, k) with a small tubular neighborhood of y deleted. Let D -B n X(l, k). Then, cutting X(\ ,k) apart along the disc D yields the sutured manifold T( 1, k). Again, each suture is the union of two rectangles, one of which is the appropriate copy D± of the disc.
Thus, for k the M-twist knot with 2k -\ or 2k half twists, X(k) cut apart along A2 is homeomorphic, as a sutured manifold, to X(\, k) cut apart along D, and the homeomorphism can be chosen so as to match A* to D* .
It follows that X(k) is X(l, k) and that M(k) is P(\, k). D Proof of Theorem 1.5. Figure 4 on the next page depicts the knot 61 = (3, -3, 1) and its Seifert surface S. The curve C on S (Figure 4) is homotopic, in the complement of S, to the curve C . By Theorem 1.4, £(61) is obtained from X( 1, 2) by gluing S~ to S+ . Since C has an untwisted annular neighborhood on S, 1/n surgery on C (see [12, pp. 258-260] ) only changes the gluing map of S~ to S+ (see Harer [11] ). On the other hand, since C is unknotted, the surgery converts 61 to a knot in S3 and, since C is homotopic to C, that knot is (3,-3,2/1 + 1). □ Proof of Theorem 1.6. The group H2(P,8P) sits as the integer lattice in H2(P,8P;E) = R2 . We coordinatize this lattice by become circles Cx, ... , Ck on T~ and the union of the edges of the form £4, form a circle Co on T+. Thus, G has k edges whose images under l ie on T~ and k edges whose images lie on T+. If, however, one reglues via a rotation of B through 2np/qk radians, the resulting 3-manifold is again P(l, k), but q distinct 4/c-gons are now assembled into the fiber £' of the new fibration. The reader is invited to think through the combinatorics that count the number of boundary components of £' on each of the tori £* and to compute the genus.
